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Oil Tax Heavyweights Spar At Packed Debate
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Alexandra Gutierrez, APRN – Anchorage
It was standing-room only at an Anchorage debate on whether to keep the new capped
oil tax rate or to switch back to a system where the rate goes up along with the profits. It
was an unusually large – and even occasionally rowdy – crowd for the subject matter.
But with voters deciding how they want to manage the bulk of the state’s revenue in less

1

than a month, the stakes are high.
Effort to Ban Commercial Set Netting Moves Forward
Shaylon Cochran, KDLL – Kenai
The push to ban commercial set netting moved another step forward this week. A

meM

Superior Court Judge in Anchorage ruled yesterday that the Alaska Fisheries
Conservation Alliance can begin collecting signatures for a ballot initiative, so voters can
decide about the value of commercial set net fishing in Cook Inlet.
Investigation Continues Into Tourist Train Derailment
oG

Margaret Friedenauer, KHNS – Gaines
An investigation continues into what caused a tourist train to derail along a mountain
pass north of Skagway yesterday, injuring 19 passengers.
Tribal Leaders Discuss Ambler Road
Dan Bross, KUAC – Fairbanks
Tribal leaders are gathering interested parties, including state and federal officials, in the
village of Allakaket to discuss the state’s proposed road into the Ambler Mining District.
Upper Koyukuk River people are concerned about impacts to subsistence resources by
the road, and mining development it would bring.
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